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Introduction

- RPKI is major framework to secure BGP
- Helps to prevent Prefix Hijacking
- Route Origin Authorization (ROA) objects in distributed repositories
- Crypto offloaded to cache servers
- Objective 1: Measurement method for live and historical analysis
- Objective 2: Develop tools

Background: RPKI
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Research Questions & Challenges

- Are RPKI Cache Servers consistent?
- Which reasons cause inconsistency?
- Does inconsistency impact BGP validation?
- Build a long-term ROA data archive
- Different time resolution of RPKI and BGP data
- Extend BGPStream to support BGP and RPKI analysis

Measurement Infrastructure and Extension of BGPStream

- Beacon Delay - Propagation delay of ROA Beacons (i.e., periodically changing ROA data) visible at different cache servers
- Differences per RIR - Relative number of different prefix entries, compared between all cache servers
- Impact on BGP - RPKI origin validation of BGP updates based on ROA data of different cache servers

Preliminary Results

- Differences per RIR - Measured over nine cache servers
- Impact on BGP - Differences based on two cache servers (DE & USA), measured in #prefixes
- Beacon Delay - Propagation Delay of ROA Beacons from April 11 - May 11, 2017